8:30 - 10:00 a.m. Morning Social with Breakfast (juice, bagels, coffee) in the Agassiz Building, room 11.

10:00 – Noon Boat Works lecture room.
   Welcome to the Reunion – Vicki Pearse
   Welcome to Hopkins Marine Station – Joe Wible
   Introduction to Stanford@Sea and SEA – Barbara Block
   Open-mike time for Te Vega, to share pictures, stories, or readings from your personal diaries.

Noon - 2:00 p.m. Picnic Lunch on the Point.

2:00 - 3:30 in the Boat Works lecture room.
   Second session, more Te Vega pictures & stories. Time for alums from the first Stanford@Sea class.
   Questions from the students. Discuss wishes for a future reunion. There has been great enthusiasm for a future event among those who could not come this time on short notice.

3:30 Tour of Hopkins Marine Station, view tuna feeding, gaze at Monterey Bay, etc.
5:30 Dinner on the Point.

Representing 17 Cruises of the Te Vega:
Cruise 1: Robert Beeman
Cruise 2: James Nybakken
Cruise 3: Karl Mauzey
Cruise 5: Margaret Bradbury, Jay & Jeanne Christofferson, Vicki Buchsbaum Pearse
Cruise 6: Dan Cohen, John Pearse, Ben Richards
Cruise 7: Gerald Kooyman
Cruise 8: Vida Kenk, James Childress, Mary Wilcox Silver
Cruise 10: Margaret Bradbury
Cruise 11: Armand Kuris, Larry Eickstaedt
Cruise 12: Margaret Bradbury, Bob Lea
Cruise 13: James Childress, Jerry Norton
Cruise 14: Gary Silberstein, Jerry Norton
Cruise 16: James Nybakken, Bruce Robison, Jerry Norton
Cruise 17: Alan Baldridge, Jerry Norton
Cruise 18: Larry Eickstaedt, Ray Markel, Robert Waaland
Cruise 19: Margaret Bradbury, Thomas Malone
Cruise 20: John Pearse, Bruce Robison

Stanford@SEA classes (students will be present) & the Sea Education Association faculty of 2005